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THE Go-to Security Solution for Residential Developments
Access8™ is straightforward and easily scalable, with features and capabilities to support
the requirements of architects, developers, project managers, and end users.
With over a decade in business and thirty years in IT and information security sales, Wayne
Wilder specializes in access control systems and system integration projects, with a focus
on access controls for private residential communities and amenity centers. When it
comes to access control, Wilder has learned:
•

Developers and construction project managers want a system that is easily
managed on-site during the various phases of construction.

•

After completion of construction, community management associations and
property managers want a system that can be maintained easily either on-site or
remotely using internet connectivity.

•

And homeowners - who are the final and possibly most important customers in the
process - want managed access to their communities. Allowing only residents,
invited guests and designated service personnel entry.

•

Afterwards when the system is in daily use by the community: reliability and the
capability to grow with the community are also highly valued by homeowners.

“My primary customers are often developers and project managers,” says Wilder. “They
just want a door access system that meets the minimal description of access control;
however, they are also keen on the idea of a system that will meet everyone’s needs –
although undefined - after the project is completed.”
Simple and Streamlined
For the reasons described, Wilder has found that the Access8™ Door Control System from
First Choice Building Products is in high demand among his clients.
“My clients have been pleased with Access8 and have found it to be a great match for their
requirements and ultimately their customers. We’re constantly getting new installation
requests.”
The First Choice Access8 system provides access control for up to eight doors and is
universally compatible with all standard readers, keypads, key fobs, and smart
phones. With the Access8’s touchscreen controls, users can easily manage
multiple door IDs, set schedules and control different access levels.
A signature feature of the system for untrained users and experienced
clients is the ease by which they can add new users to the system
using the touchpad screen – similar to their smartphone.
Flexibility for Growing Properties
“The ability to scale and the industry-leading feature set
of the Access8 system – as well as its competitive price
point – make it an attractive option for our clients. With
the extraordinary growth in the North Texas area, demand
for solutions like the Access8 system will not be slowing
anytime soon.”

To get started, just call: 1-866-276-2748
or visit us at: www.FCBP.com/Access8
or email: Access8@FCBP.com
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